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After a tiring day schedule of visiting places that matter, when it is time to put your party shoes on,
Washington DC is far from disappointing with a number of bars and cafes to satiate one's party
animal accompanied by friends, family or even strangers.

One of the first places to check out if one finds to see a trailer of what the city's nightlife offers,
Eighteenth Street Lounge (Dupont Circle) is just for the purpose. However, they make sure you're
dressed for what welcomes you inside for a strict door policy will be the first thing to encounter.
Once you're in through the pretty simplistic outside of the Eighteenth Street Lounge, eargasmic
music and appetizing food will sift its way through your senses, and with a maintained crowd and
special nights - what more could one want! Better yet, decide on a Washington DC Tours.

To test the wilder side and push boundaries as far as dancing, drinks and music is concerned,
MCCXXIII is the place. The music played is varied between ultra-progressive rock and international
house to hip-hop and R&B while housing 2 dance floors and 3 levels of bars, the place makes sure
you're never out of booze or dance space! Unleash the drunk in you and dance like no one's
watching is what MCCXXIII (1223 in numerical) conveys with its setting and for anyone wishing to
attract trouble, the bar's bouncers aren't a force to be reckoned with!

Located at 1624 U St. NW (near New Hampshire Ave. NW), Chi-Cha Lounge, is a place for people
to relax and unwind after a tiring day. The Latino theme in all its glory with walls decorated with
mesmerizing paintings coupled with low lighting and music ranging from electronica and cocktail
jazz, this place is sure to tease your senses and encourage waves of relaxation in the mind and
body.

For something on a higher scale of grandeur, Kstreet plays its part. Relatively new but making its
mark already, this place hosts special nights, guest lists, private tables that can be reserved on your
start of the day and a number of celebrities sightings. Giving a hi-tech feel with its plasma TV's and
22 high-performance cameras for web casting parties, this place helps you step into the future and
satisfy the technology lover in you.

Catering to the Latin crowd and people who want to be what they're not, CafÃ© Citron hosts great
nights with Latin and Latin loving people dancing to their hearts' content although the limited dance
floor may be discouraging for some, but, that needn't stop the dancer in you from shaking your body
where ever you stand!

Clearly party lovers who are making a Washington DC tour have much to look forward to as far as
the nightlife is concerned!
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Alvin Avery - About Author:
a Washington DC Tours provide much more than the scenery, get a glimpse of the history and
culture of Washington DC.
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